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Story

Here comes Bulli, the cleverest pony in the world!

• Bulli loves Lina and Lina doesn´t like horses…

• Pony tales meet detective stories: Bulli and Lina solve a mystery in every book

• A comical series about a talking pony, by bestselling authors: funny pony books are on trend!

• The alternating narrative perspective makes the books great fun to read

• Less text than in WINSTON (152 pages)

• True friendship and feisty pony fun!

Bulli is far and away the cleverest pony in the world, although unfortunately nobody seems to have realised

it yet. But one day Lina turns up on the neighbouring farm. Bulli is overjoyed, and determined to make

friends with her. There’s just one problem: Lina thinks ponies are stupid. If there’s one thing she can’t

stand – one thing she finds positively vile – it’s horses. They give her the heebie jeebies. Bulli, on the other

hand, even though he is very well looked after, feels there is one thing missing from his life. He wants a

human of his own: his own little girl. And so, from the moment Bulli sets eyes on Lina in the stables, he has

only one mission in life: to get Lina to be his owner.

What happens in Vol. 1:
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Eleven-year-old Lina is horrified when her mum decides they’re going to spend the summer holidays in the

countryside. Far from the city, and from her friends, she’s expected to help out on her uncle’s farm. And as

if it’s not bad enough being marooned in the middle of nowhere, one day an annoyingly persistent pony

appears and starts following her around wherever she goes. But when Uncle Harper’s precious koi carp go

missing, Bulli the pony sees his chance and becomes Lina’s ally. Together they lie in wait, hoping to catch

the thief!

 

 

 

Frauke Scheunemann

Frauke Scheunemann was born in 1969 in Düsseldorf, and qualified as a lawyer. She started by working on

a placement with the North German Radio, and ended up as a journalist and press spokesperson. Since

2002 she has been a freelance author and writes very successful novels with her sister Wiebke Lorenz

under the Anne Hertz pseudonym. The entire Anne Hertz output amounts to one million books. In 2010

Scheunemann’s first solo novel appeared, called Dackelblick, which was an instant bestseller and became

the first volume in a much-loved series. Frauke Scheunemann is married and lives in Hamburg with her

husband and four children, and Elmo the dog.
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More titles in this series

Bulli and Lina - A Pony Learns

to Ride (Vol. 2)

Bulli & Lina - A Pony Jumps In

(Vol. 3)

Bulli & Lina - A Pony

Investigates (Vol. 4)
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